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Introduction

ANNIVERSARY

ELG Planning, formerly known as England & Lyle, are a well established town planning practice who have been assisting
clients in the private and public sector for over 20 years. The practice has been rebranded to celebrate our twentieth
anniversary. We have a strong team of chartered town planners with over 100 years of experience in the planning system.
Having worked or practiced in many authorities in the region and beyond, we have excellent working relationships and
contacts with many local planning authorities.
Over the past 20 years, the practice has secured planning permission for thousands of new homes, over 30 new schools
and hospitals and over 1 million sq ft of office and retail floorspace. We have advised on numerous projects involving a
wide range of planning issues on schemes ranging from quarries to solar farms; log cabins to hotels; sheltered housing
to student accommodation; offices to power stations and supermarkets to waste operations.
Our clients come in all shapes and sizes including numerous PLCs, as well as private individuals. We offer planning
support to public and private sector clients and operate across the country. Planning advice is delivered to our clients by
our professional and enthusiastic team who possess a wide range of skills and expertise in the marketplace. We have
acted for many local authorities providing specific retail advice on large retail schemes and undertaking retail studies to
assist with the preparation of thier Local Plans.
All our eligible staff are Members of the Royal Town Planning Institute and the Practice has recently been awarded
RTPI Learning Partner status in recognition of our high level of commitment to training and professional development.
This brochure sets out some of our relevant retail planning experience, which has always been one of the key areas of
expertise for the practice.

Darlington Historic Market

Retail Experience

Our Retail Team

ELG Planning offer a full range of planning consultancy services and have specialist experience in retail and leisure

At ELG Planning we have a team with experience with a whole range of planning issues. We pride ourselves in offering

planning and development for both public and private sector clients. We have prepared numerous retail and leisure

honest, impartial advice to a range of clients and have many successful clients who have benefitted from this advice and

assessments on behalf of developers and retailers in support of proposed developments.

assistance for a number of years. If you want to discuss a planning issue, new development proposal or are just looking
for the right professional team for future projects. please do not hesitate to contact us. Our retail team is headed up by

ELG Planning have also undertaken a number of Town Centre & Retail Studies on behalf of Local Planning Authorities

Gary Swarbrick who is assisted by various colleagues, including Dr John England, depending on the nature of the project.

to underpin the evidence base for emerging Development Plans. We also regularly undertake reviews of individual

Other colleagues are also involved in a number of projects depending on the nature and scale of the work.

planning applications for retail and leisure developments on behalf of Local Planning Authorities to assist the decisionmaking process.

Gary Swarbrick, Associate

We provide specialist consultancy services for the retail and leisure sectors in the following areas:
		

•

Retail Needs Assessments;

		

•

Market Town Appraisals;

		

•

Sequential Site Assessments;

		

•

Retail Impact Assessments & Reviews;				

		

•

Town Centre Strategies;

		

•

Town Centre Surveys & Health Checks;

		

•

Analysis of Shopping Patterns;

		

•

Preparation of Planning Applications & Appeals;

		

•

Leisure Studies & Commercial Leisure Assessments;

		

•

Expert Witness for Planning Inquiries

Gary qualified as a member of the RTPI in October 2006 having studied for an undergraduate degree and professional diploma at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne. He has
worked in retail planning within the practice for a number of years heading up some high
profile projects and undertaking numerous appointments on behalf of Local Authority
clients.

Dr John England, MBE (Consultant)
John has been a member of the RTPI for over 40 years and was awarded a PhD by Newcastle University for research on retail impact assessment. In 2000 his book on Retail Impact Assessment: A Guide to Best Practice was published by Routledge. In 2009 he was
appointed to the national board of Action for Market Towns and was made an MBE by the
Queen in her 2010 new year honours list in recognition of his services to retail planning.

Retail

Lidl Foodstore in Hull & Gipton
ELG Planning secured planning approval for a discount foodstores and family pub / restaurant at Hedon Road, Hull on
behalf of Lidl in November 2015. The proposals represent multi-million pound investment in East Hull by Lidl and will
secure the long awaited and much needed redevelopment of a prominent site at the junction of Mount Pleasant Road
and Hedon Road, which has stood vacant for over 20 years. The application was approved unanimously at Planning
Committee and Lidl have recently commenced development on site. A further planning approval was achieved in March
2016 for a store in Gipton, Leeds. The proposed development will see the replacement of the existing store, which was
the first opened by Lidl in the UK in 1994, with a ‘Lidl of the Future’ concept store.

Retail Advice for Scotch Corner Retail Outlet, Richmondshire
ELG have been instructed by Richmondshire District Council to advise on the retail policy compliance of two separate

CGI of approved scheme

applications for a major Designer Outlet Centre development at Scotch Corner. The original planning application for a
Designer Outlet Centre was supported by Members of the Planning Committee in January 2015 following advice from
ELG that the proposals satisfied the key retail policy tests outlined in the NPPF and a second smaller application was
subsequently supported by Members in December 2015.

Former St Luke’s Hospital, Huddersfield
ELG Planning were instructed by Henry Boot Developments to assist with a scheme for the comprehensive mixeduse redevelopment of the former St Luke’s Hospital site in Huddersfield. The application was submitted in outline and
included up to 200 dwellings, retail units, neighbourhood uses, restaurant / public house and a petrol filling station. ELG
Planning were instructed to advise on retail policy issues arising from the proposed development and prepared a Retail
Assessment to accompany the application, which was based on various scenarios in terms of the scale and format
of the proposed retail floorspace in view of the outline nature of the scheme. The Retail Assessment successfully
demonstrated that the proposed development satisfied the sequential test and would not give rise to significant
adverse impacts on the vitality and viability of existing centres within the catchment area. Outline planning permission
Illustration of Scotch Corner scheme from application

was subsequently granted in December 2015.

Allerdale Retail Study

Retail

ELG Planning were instructed in January 2015 to prepare the Allerdale Retail Study, which forms part of the evidence
base to the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) in order to provide a detailed understanding of current retail trends, patterns
and demands.
The Retail Study included an overview of current and emerging retail trends and potential implications for the Borough
in terms of future retail strategy, as well as detailed health checks of existing centres across Allerdale to highlight particular strengths and weaknesses. A quantitative and qualitative assessment of the need for additional retail floorspace
across the Borough was undertaken informed by a new household survey and up-to-date population data and forecasts. The Retail Study also included an assessment of the need for additional commercial leisure floorspace, in view of
the key role that this sector will play in the future of town centres.
The completed Retail Study will enable Allerdale Borough Council to plan positively to promote competitive town centres across the Borough and to allocate a range of suitable sites to meet the identified need for additional floorspace for
main town centre uses.

Sunderland Main Town Centre Uses Needs Assessment
ELG Planning have been instructed by Sunderland City Council to provide a Main Town Centre Uses Needs Assessment
in order to provide a robust evidence base to underpin the policies relating to the provision of main town centre uses
within the emerging Sunderland Publication Draft Core Strategy.
The study provides an overview of recent and projected trends in the leisure, entertainment and cultural sectors and an analysis of the existing provision of such uses across the City. The study also assesses the quantitative
and qualitative need for additional commercial leisure facilities across the City focussing on those that contribute
to the vitality and viability of existing centres, including cinemas, gyms, bowling alleys, bingo halls and cafe /bars/
restaurants and provides advice on potential sites within centres that may be suitable to accommodate such uses.
Sunderland City Centre

Tesco Express, Yorkshire & Co. Durham

Retail

ELG Planning have acted on behalf of a private developer to secure planning permission for convenience foodstore
developments to be occupied by Tesco Express at a number of locations across Co. Durham and Yorkshire, including
Sacriston, Durham; Stanningley Road, Leeds and Bolton Road, Bradford.
ELG Planning have acted as lead consultant on each scheme and have successfully addressed a variety of planning
considerations associated with the respective proposals, including retail policy considerations, design, car parking,
©Wildblood Macdonald Architects ltd. registered in England and Wales no. 8722626
Do not scale, use figured dimensions only. All dimensions are to be verified and checked
before the commencement of any shop drawings or work whatsoever, either on his own
behalf or for sub contractors or suppliers. Any discrepancies must be reported to the
Architect immediately. This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all related architects',
engineers' and specialist drawings and other relevant information. If printing from
electronic copies, ensure print scaling is set to "None" to ensure correct scaling of drawing.

servicing and access. Following the grant of planning permission, the developments have been completed and are all
now trading as Tesco Express stores.

Co-Operative Foodstores

KEY
NOTE: ALL WINDOWS TO REPAIRED AND/ OR
REPLACED TO MATCH EXISTING

DENOTES EXISTING OPENING TO BE INFILLED
WITH STONEWORK TO MATCH EXISTING. FACE
OF STONE TO BE SET BACK 75mm

DENOTES EXISTING OPENING TO BE INFILLED
WITH PAINTED RENDER
FACE OF RENDER TO BE SET BACK APPROX
75mm
NOTE:

Sacriston, Tesco

ELG Planning were instructed by Warrior Developments Limited to prepare a full planning application for a convenience

TENANT TO SUBMIT SEPARATE APPLICATION(S)
IN RESPECT OF:

SIGNAGE PLANT ON
LETTERING SHOWN AS
ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY





SIGNAGE DETAILS
INSERTION OF ATM
EXTERNALLY MOUNTED MECHANICAL
PLANT/ CHILLER UNITS

ALL DETAILS TO BE AGREED

foodstore at Allison Lane, Flamborough to facilitate the relocation of the Co-Operative from their existing sub-standard
store within the village.

EXISTING WINDOWS TO BE
RETAINED AND REFURBISHED,
LOCKED SHUT AND LINED
INTERNALLY WITH MASONRY.
OBSCURED FINISH TO GLASS

EXISTING DOOR AND LEAF TO
BE RETAINED AND REFURBISHED,
LOCKED SHUT AND LINED
INTERNALLY WITH MASONRY

The site in question lies within the Conservation Area in the heart of the village and has been considered by various
developers over the years as a potential location for a new convenience foodstore but has been discounted due to the
particular locational and site-specific constraints. However, working closely with Officers at ERYC at pre-application

Woodlands, Scarcroft

stage, ELG Planning and the project team were able to develop a scheme that would have a positive impact on the
Conservation Area, provided suitable on-site car parking and servicing arrangements and safeguarded the amenities
of neighbouring residents. Full planning permission was subsequently granted in August 2015 and work has recently
commenced on site.

NEW WINDOW
FRAMELESS GLASS GUARDING
ROOF FINISH TO MATCH
EXISTING
GLASS CANOPY
NEW STONEWORK TO MATCH
EXISTING
EXISTING BAY WINDOW TO BE
CAREFULLY MODIFIED TO
CREATE NEW ACCESS
STONE PLINTH

NEW ACCESS DOOR TO UPPER
FLOORS, EXISTING OPENING
MODIFIED TO SUIT

In a separate appointment by Stirling Investments ELG secured planning permission for a new retail store in the village
of Scarcroft (north of Leeds). The initial application was refused but with many issues addressed through an appeal the

ATM ZONE

SIGNAGE PLANT ON LETTERING
SHOWN AS ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY

resubmission was approved.
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